CHEMDAWG OG- CBD

JACK FROST- CBG

First cultivated in Florida in the early ‘90s, and has developed
One of the newest
quite the name for itself over the years. Between its mysterious
CBG-focused hemp
origin, ambiguous genetics, and the plethora of successful crosses
strains in the market
the strain has produced, CHEMDAWG has practically secured
itself a permanent place in the cannabis hall of fame boasting a today. Grown indoors
and packed with
complex aroma with notes of fuel, skunk, and spice. Pungent and
crystals, it’s one of the
sharp, you’ll be able to smell this strain from a mile away!!

latest in a movement
to create more diverse
Green Dream
and medicinal hemp
A hybrid strain that relies on some powerful genetics to
strains. The sweet
reach impressive new heights of euphoria and healing. flavors accompanied
Although its original breeder is undocumented,
by the potentially
GREEN DREAM is known to be a cross between the calming effect make
JACK FROST a
uber-popular Blue Dream and notorious sativa
great smoke.
Green Crack.

Super Space

Frosted Lime

Candy

A playful and energy-boosting Sativa CBD strain with a powerful
citrus flavor and aroma. It’s a strain that has become increasingly
A sativa hemp
popular in 2021 for it’s anxiety-melting effects that puts a smile on
strain that is
your face and a spring in your step.
highest in the
The exact lineage of FROSTED LIME is unknown. We do know
cannabinoid
that Frosty is one of the parents, but the other one is unknown.
CBDa( raw
And since Frosty is an Indica strain it’s safe to assume that the
plant). If you
unknown cultivar is a potent Sativa strain considering the Sativa
thought you were
nature of Frosted Lime.
headed to space
with the original

IVANKA

SUPER SPACE
CANDY, then The Wife x Cherry Blossom

are the genetics for this
this flower is sure
to delight! The Sativa dominant strain that
loves a full- term growth
powerful,
season, with its larger than
unmistakable
average trichomes it’s top
flavor of extreme
choice for indoor
lemon and sweet
cultivation. With its
bountiful gas and sweet
and sour candy
terpenes, discover the
are truly out of
powers of IVANKA.
this world.

BUBBA KUSH- CBD

A strain that has gained notoriety in
the US and beyond for its heavy
tranquilizing effects. From head to toe,
muscles ease with heaviness as dreamy
euphoria blankets the mind, crushing
stress while bringing happy moods.
BUBBA KUSH exhibits a distinctive,
bulky bud structure with hues that
range from forest green to pale purple.

